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The culmination of more than 25 years of clinical work and research, this is the authoritative
presentation of cognitive processing therapy (CPT) for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
Written by the treatment' Departments of Veterans Affairs and Protection, the International
Society of Traumatic Stress Studies, and the U. It explains the theoretical and empirical
underpinnings of CPT and discusses how exactly to adapt the strategy for specific
populations, such as combat veterans, sexual assault survivors, and culturally diverse
customers. The large-size format facilitates photocopying and day-to-day use. CPT is certainly
endorsed by the U. Purchasers also access a Web page where they are able to download and
printing the reproducible components.K.s programmers, the publication includes session-by-
session guidelines for implementation, filled with extensive sample dialogues and 40
reproducible client handouts.S. National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (Fine) as a
best practice for the treatment of PTSD.
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Superb manual for the clinician This is actually the civilian version of their manual for the VA
clinicians to use with their clients who have problems with PTSD. That is a manual for clinicians
use. I also think that a patient version that was a bit less theoretical and better illustrated
would help. As a psychotherapist I have begun to utilize this manual with my customers and
am experiencing great results up to now. I am looking forward to using all of the resources in
this manual with all of my clients who have problems with PTSD. I can also see how CPT will
be useful for Acute Stress Disorder aswell. Maybe even depression. Great updates! Well done!
It is a good manual. Definitely recommend. it's an excellent investment for therapists which
treatment has been a game-changer for my clients.. It would be great if the assignments . I
have found it very detailed for the clinician. It is an excellent manual. It might be wonderful if
the assignments and bed linens to be handed to individuals were on a genuine website
therefore i wouldn't have to copy it from the book. There exists a website for schooling that
has a few of the handouts but not really a lot and it's focused on a different type of CPT. As a
therapist who has been using CPT prior to this revise, I'm thrilled to see a few of these
revisions and fresh handouts on stuck points, the star style of trust, responsibility versus
blame, etc. I really do wonder when we will dispense with paper and pencil and utilize an app
because of this therapy. Love this book which theory Both this book which theory really speak
so well to the requirements of my client. Without the blame through incidental verbiage which
can be present in some theory, CPT allows processing and also progress. CPT Works We am
using this book for a class.. Well written, with great examples, samples and worksheets --
Obviously these folks worked hard on this book. It could seem very important to PTSD,
especially males? Five Stars Quick delivery. used simply because a text in a counseling class
Fantastic resource for clinicians Fantastic resource for clinicians! The concepts aren't well
described, and the chapters would prosper with a synopsis. Would recommend for any
clinician dealing with trauma. I also think that an individual edition that was a little less
theoretical and better illustrated would help As effective as this therapy is apparently, this
manual is actually difficult to learn. Easy-to-follow instruction with great worksheets and
exercises. This publication has all the medical trial references and documentation in the 1st
couple chapters in fact it is impressive. Four Stars Helpful.
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